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Abstract

A flowing microwave plasma based methodology for converting electric energy into internal and/or translational modes of stable molecules with the purpose of efficiently driving non-equilibrium chemistry is discussed. The advantage of a flowing plasma reactor is that continuous chemical processes can be driven with the flexibility of startup times in the seconds timescale. The plasma approach is generically suitable for conversion/activation of stable molecules such as CO\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{4}. Here the reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} to CO is used as a model system: the complementary diagnostics illustrate how a baseline thermodynamic equilibrium conversion can be exceeded by the intrinsic non-equilibrium from high vibrational excitation. Laser (Rayleigh) scattering is used to measure the reactor temperature and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) to characterize in situ internal (vibrational) excitation as well as the effluent composition to monitor conversion and selectivity.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/55066/

Introduction

This paper describes a protocol for a flowing microwave plasma of up to 1 kW, while measuring the plasma gas temperature and CO\textsubscript{2} conversion.

Concerns for climate change and the consequent awareness for sustainability have driven a steady growth of the global share of renewable energy. However, the intermittent nature of solar and wind energy places stress on the energy system and inhibits further increasing deployments. Storage (long and short term) and conversion (e.g., into chemical fuels) are required to mitigate intermittency and to make sustainable energy available to other sectors such as transportation. The CO\textsubscript{2} that is produced in the reactor can be used as feedstock gas for the synthesis of e.g., methane or liquid fuels. By using these to fuel power plants, electricity can be generated even when the instantaneous production of renewable energy is low. The CO\textsubscript{2} that is produced in these plants forms a closed loop so that no net CO\textsubscript{2} is introduced in the atmosphere, making it a clean cycle.

The system can only mitigate the intermittency if the switching time is smaller than the fluctuations in the energy supply. In the present configuration, the startup time is determined by the need to start under ideal breakdown conditions and then tune to optimal conversion conditions. In principle, this can be overcome by ignition with other means like a focused laser or spark. Plasma physics limitations are on the order of 0.1 ms. This is much shorter than the timescale of typical atmospheric effects, like e.g., clouds moving over a solar panel array. Extrapolating from the current system to a real application in a sustainable fuel production setting is still a rather long shot. Ideally, there would be a series of microwave reactors of 100-500 kW, each connected to a solar panel field or wind turbine, with switching of the individual reactors according to the energy supply.

This paper discusses a plasma approach, generically suitable for the application of conversion/activation of stable molecules such as CO\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{4}. Here, it is introduced through the specific example of reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} to CO as a first step in chemical fuel synthesis. The flowing microwave plasma reactor is suitable for solving intermittency problems as it has low startup times and can be built using inexpensive materials.

In microwave plasmas, the free plasma electrons move with the oscillating electric field of the microwaves. Energy is subsequently transferred to the heavy particles (neutral and ionized gas species) via collisions. Because of their large difference in mass, this reactor is mainly efficient in inelastic collisions. Firstly, there is ionization. In steady state, the ionization rate essentially equals losses due to recombination. However, as shown in Table 1, the ionization energies are in general significantly higher than the dissociation energies, which makes dissociation via ionization inherently inefficient. Likewise, the electron impact dissociation involves an energy threshold of more than 10 eV and is also inherently
inefficient. The reason that the plasma phase can still be an efficient mechanism to achieve molecular dissociation is the efficient excitation of vibrational modes\(^2\).

At the mean electron energies of a few eV that are common for the microwave plasma\(^2\), vibrational excitation is the dominant energy transfer pathway. The asymmetric stretch is particularly important because it can rapidly distribute energy among higher levels through intermolecular collisions. The energy exchange rate increases with temperature and decreases for larger\(\Delta E\), and is large due to the anharmonicity in the vibrational ladder and the associated small energy difference in two adjacent vibrational modes\(^3\). The up-pumping of higher vibrational levels can go all the way up to dissociation, which results in an energy efficient dissociation reaction\(^4\).

The high vibrational pumping in CO\(_2\) leads to a situation where higher vibrational modes are much more populated than they would be in a thermal equilibrium, ultimately producing the so-called Treanor distribution\(^5\). The condition for achieving overpopulation of the higher vibrational levels is that the Vibration-Vibration (V-V) relaxation rates are much higher than Vibration-Translation (V-T) relaxation rates. This is the case for the asymmetric stretch mode of CO\(_2\). The V-V relaxation rates decrease with increasing gas temperature, while the V-T rates increase. Since the V-T relaxations increase the gas temperature, a positive feedback mechanism can produce a runaway V-T relaxation, leading to the destruction of the overpopulation of higher vibrational levels. In other words, low gas temperatures are favorable for a strongly non-thermal distribution.

In effect, the plasma will exhibit distinctly different temperatures for the different species and their degrees of freedom. At the typical electron temperatures of a few eV, translational and vibrational temperatures will be several thousands of degrees Celsius whilst the translational (gas) temperatures may remain below one thousand degrees Celsius. Such a situation is denoted as strong non-equilibrium and has been recognized to be favorable for chemical reactions.

The translational gas temperature, since it is so important for the energy efficiency at which the plasma might drive chemical reactions, demands accurate and spatially resolved diagnostics. Emission spectroscopy is the baseline approach in plasma physics to deduce temperatures. For example, it is possible to evaluate rotational spectra using impurities for optimal diagnosis. However, this always involves line of sight integration and therefore averaging. As we will see in the present paper, temperature gradients must be steep given the high central temperatures of up to ~4,000 K and edge temperatures determined by the wall of ~500 K. Under such circumstances, localized measurements are invaluable.

In the present work, local density measurements from Rayleigh Scattering are combined with pressure measurements to infer the temperature via the ideal gas law. The Rayleigh scattering measurements involve focusing a high-power laser in a sample volume from which the elastic scattering of the photons on the bound electrons of the CO\(_2\) molecules is detected. The gas temperature is related to the intensity of the Rayleigh signal via:

\[
T = \frac{p}{C \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega}(T)}
\]

Here \(T\) is the gas temperature, \(p\) is the pressure measured by a pressure gauge, \(I\) is the measured Rayleigh intensity, \(d\sigma/d\Omega(T)\) is the Rayleigh cross section and \(C\) is a calibration constant. Since the cross section \(d\sigma/d\Omega(T)\) is species dependent we see that for high temperatures, where dissociation is significant, the calibration constant is a function of temperature. It is assumed that in the hot center, only equilibrium conversion takes place, so that the species concentration for a given temperature can be calculated. In this way, one can numerically calculate the effective cross section for a given temperature, which is used to calculate the Rayleigh intensity that is expected to be measured for a range of temperatures\(^6\). This effective cross section as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 1.

The performance of the plasma conversion is quantified by the means of FTIR. It is assumed in the present case of CO\(_2\) reduction that the net reaction in the plasma is:

\[
\text{CO}_2 \rightarrow (1 - \alpha)\text{CO}_2 + \alpha \text{CO} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\]

This allows the use of a single conversion factor \(\alpha\), which is related to the CO volume fraction by

\[
f_{\text{CO}} = \frac{\alpha}{(1 + \frac{1}{2} \alpha)}
\]

which follows from the concentrations that are inferred from the spectral signatures of CO and CO\(_2\) in the FTIR-spectra. We note that the effective Rayleigh cross section cannot easily be deduced from the overall conversion factor as determined by FTIR. The overall conversion is not only set by the central reactor temperature but also by the subtleties in the actual radial profile of the gas temperature.

The present paper details our proposed diagnostic scheme for the characterization of microwave plasma chemical gas conversion and illustrates its faculty with selected examples. Full parameter scans in terms of gas flow, pressure and microwave power for the reactor under evaluation can be found in\(^7,8,9\).

### Protocol

NOTE: For a schematic version of the setup, see Figure 2.
1. **Microwave Plasma Experimental Layout**

1. Connect the 1 kW magnetron to the circulator with a water load attached.
2. Connect the isolator to the three-stub tuner that is used for impedance matching of the waveguide to the plasma.
3. Mount windows on opposite sides (entrance and exit) of the reactor. Use windows that have been anti-reflection (AR) coated for 532 nm to prevent excessive stray light. Alternatively, use Brewster windows in combination with an external beam dump.
4. Align the laser by using a low output power program. Start with a Q-switch delay of 0 µs so that no light output is generated. Then increase the delay in steps of 5 µs until the light output is visible.
5. If the beam is too bright go down in steps of 1 µs to achieve "adequate" brightness, i.e., the lowest power at which the beam spot is still visible.
6. Mount a second AR-coated window at the laser beam exit side of the vacuum system, to dump the beam on an external beam-dump. Alternatively, instead of the window, mount a vacuum beam dump. A schematic version of the setup can be seen in Figure 2.

2. **Optical Layout of the Rayleigh Scattering Diagnostic**

1. Align the 532 nm Nd:YAG laser beam with the use of mirrors such that it enters the setup axially. The laser has a 10 Hz repetition rate and a max power of 600 mJ per pulse.
2. Place a 17 mm or 27 mm inner diameter quartz tube in the hole of the applicator. The microwaves are absorbed in a flowing CO₂ gas that is contained in this tube.
3. Place a 17 mm or 27 mm inner diameter quartz tube in the hole of the applicator. The microwaves are absorbed in a flowing CO₂ gas that is contained in this tube.
4. Connect a plunger with a 24-mm diameter aperture for optical access perpendicular to the laser beam. The limited aperture size prevents significant microwave radiation losses.
5. Complete the vacuum setup by connecting the quartz tube to the KF-flanges and a gas inlet.
6. Place a lens (f = 100 mm, 51 mm diameter) perpendicular to the reactor and collect the scattered light through the hole in the plunger as shown in Figure 3A. Focus the light onto a 400 µm diameter optical fiber and position it in the lens image. The fibers are positioned in a linear array of 59 fused silica fibers with an input height of 26.7 mm and a length of 40 m.
7. Use the fiber to guide the light to the spectrometer.

3. **Optical Setup - Detection Branch**

1. Place a lens (f = 100 mm, 51 mm diameter) perpendicular to the reactor and collect the scattered light through the hole in the plunger as shown in Figure 3A. Focus the light onto a 400 µm diameter optical fiber and position it in the lens image.
2. Use the fiber to guide the light to the spectrometer.
3. Use a spectrometer (in house constructed) to spectrally resolve the scattered light. As can be seen in Figure 2, the spectrometer consists of an entrance slit, steering mirror, Littrow lens, dispersive grating, image intensifier, focusing lenses, and CCD-camera.
4. Inside the spectrometer, place a mirror to reflect the incoming light to the Littrow lens with a focal distance of 0.3 m and a diameter of 80 mm.
NOTE: The spectrometer is in the 'Littrow' configuration, which means that incident and diffracted light have the same angle to the grating normal. Consequently, the same lens is used for collimating incoming light and imaging diffracted light onto the detector.

5. Rotate the diffraction grating on a rotation stage to tune to the appropriate wavelength range. For a Nd:YAG laser, this is typically between 524 and 540 nm. The grating is 11 x 11 cm\(^2\) and has a groove density of 1,200 mm\(^{-1}\) that is optimized for first order diffraction. This results in a resolution of 0.027 nm/px. Figure 3B shows a picture of the grating and Littrow lens.

NOTE: The grating will image multiple spots as a result of higher order; make sure that only the 1\(^{st}\) order maximum ends up on the image intensifier.

6. Place two lenses to image the intensified light on a CCD-camera (Figure 3C).

7. Quantify the stray light contributions. Pump down to a pressure of 60 mbar and measure the scattered intensity. Reduce the pressure and measure the intensity again. Repeat this until the pressure cannot be lowered any further.

8. When plotting the intensity vs. pressure, ensure that there is a linear relationship. Extrapolate the linear function to zero pressure.

NOTE: Since no Rayleigh scattering can occur at zero pressure, the intensity at the intercept is the stray light level. The result of this procedure is shown in Figure 4.

9. Adjust the gating parameters of the image intensifier to optimize the intensity recorded by the CCD. Start with a gate pulse that starts well before and ends well after the laser pulse so that the entire laser pulse is captured.

10. Take into account the time-of-flight delay of the light because the light has to travel through the entire optical setup. Reduce the delay while making sure that the intensity is not reduced.

NOTE: A time window of 30 ns was found to be adequate for a 9 ns pulse. To increase the gain, increase the multichannel-plate voltage to the maximum voltage (here, 850 V). If the CCD-camera is over-exposed a smaller multichannel-plate voltage can be chosen.

4. FTIR Spectrometer

1. Place an FTIR spectrometer in the exhaust of the gas, downstream of the plasma, to measure the CO-production rate. Place the spectrometer far enough from the reactor to ensure the gas is in chemical equilibrium. In the setup described, the distance from the plasma was 2 m.

2. Put a cell in the sample compartment of the FTIR spectrometer with in- and outlet bellows connected in series with the vacuum system. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.

3. Mount a CaF\(_2\) window on each side of the cell to allow the IR-beam to probe the gas.

4. Change the signal gain until the signal intensity is as close as possible to the maximum, but not exceeding it. The maximum allowable intensity may be different from device to device.

5. Click on the 'interferogram' preview. An interferogram is now visible, with a high peak in the center and a low intensity at the shoulders.

6. Before starting measurements, measure a background at vacuum (< 0.1 mbar). To do this make sure that the reactor is at vacuum and there is no gas flow; then record a background by clicking 'Background' in the 'Signal Level Monitor' window.

7. Turn on the microwave by increasing the power to maximum, until the plasma ignites. The pressure used for plasma ignition is ~ 1 mbar.

8. Record a spectrum in the range from 2,400 to 2,000 cm\(^{-1}\); this includes the CO and main CO\(_2\) band.

9. Average the spectra to reduce noise; a value of 10 averages was used in this experiment. Fit the measured CO-lines using the HITRAN-database.

NOTE: This results in a CO volume fraction. The pressure is measured and used as an input parameter to find the total number density. The temperature is assumed to be room temperature, which is justified by the distribution of rovibrational peaks in the spectrum.

10. For measuring in situ spectra, place the reactor inside the sample compartment as depicted in Figure 6 and 7.

11. Switch to a sapphire instead of quartz tube to enable radial measurements. The sapphire transmits IR-light down to 1,800 cm\(^{-1}\), so that the tube temperature rather than the plasma is measured.

12. With in situ measurements, use a high number of averages of at least 100 to average out fluctuations in the plasma.

13. Decorate the compartment walls with microwave absorbent material to reduce the stray microwave radiation (Eccosorb OCF was used here).

14. Take care that the interferogram does not saturate as a result of the additional IR-emission by the plasma. If this is the case, change the DC-offset of the detector. Correct the resulting spectra for the temperature dependent absorption of sapphire.

15. If an IR-camera is used for measuring the temperature, use a camera that is sensitive in a range for which the sapphire is not transparent, i.e. higher than 6 \(\mu m\), so that the tube temperature rather than the plasma is measured.

NOTE: Recommended values for the absorption of sapphire as a function of temperature can be found in 14.

Representative Results

In this section, representative results for the flowing plasma reactor are presented. It is found that the CO-conversion is shown to increase linearly with specific energy, until about 2.2 eV/molecule. The energy efficiency \(\eta\) is calculated as:

\[
\eta = \frac{\alpha q \Delta E}{P_m}
\]

Here \(q\) is the measured conversion, \(\Delta E\) the molecular gas flow rate, \(\alpha\) the net dissociation energy, and \(P_m\) the input power. By using the measured conversion (explained in next paragraph), we can find the energy efficiency of the plasma reactor, which is plotted for a variety of pressures and powers and a fixed flow rate of 13 SLM in Figure 8A and 8B. The plasma proved capable of converting CO\(_2\) to CO with an energy efficiency of up to 49\%, which is comparable to the maximal thermodynamic efficiency. Although the efficiency reported here is close to that of thermal dissociation, it proves that a non-equilibrium plasma can produce a higher CO volume fraction than in equilibrium at the measured translational temperature. A great advantage over thermal dissociation is that the reaction can be turned on or off in a few seconds, which is needed for mitigating fluctuating power production. In addition, there is the potential to increase the efficiency further by tailoring the Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF).
We now focus on results obtained for the exhaust. The CO-concentration is measured by IR absorption spectroscopy. In Figure 9A and 9B, a representative spectrum is shown. The fit results in a temperature of 299.36 K and a conversion of 14.7%. The measured data (blue) is in good comparison with the fit data (green). Since the temperature in the exhaust is close to room temperature, it is feasible to leave the temperature as a fixed parameter in the fitting procedure. Next, the in situ measurements are discussed. When interpreting the Rayleigh light intensity, it must be taken into account that the Rayleigh cross sections of the reaction products - CO, O and O₂ - differ significantly from that of CO₂. This issue can only be solved if information of the sample volume composition is available. If the Raman spectrum can be recorded, it is suggested to monitor the Raman spectrum of the CO-molecule to estimate the local number density of the products. A polarizer could be used in this case to eliminate stray light, Thomson, and Rayleigh scattering, while reducing the intensity of the rotational Raman scattered light by only a factor 3/7. If the Raman spectrum cannot be measured because the Rayleigh peak is not sufficiently reduced, the conversion can be estimated based on equilibrium conversion (see references 7,20). Though this ignores the enhanced production due to non-equilibrium conditions, the gas temperatures are high enough to justify this simplification. In Figure 10, the temperature data are shown with the different Rayleigh cross sections included. It was found that without any optimization to the plasma, the gas in the plasma center can reach temperatures of up to 5,000 K. It has been shown in Ar plasmas that the Thomson scattering and scattering from excited species becomes significant if the temperature reaches the order of 10,000 K, making the temperature measurement unreliable. Given the differences of the differential cross sections for Rayleigh and Thomson scattering of 0.148·10⁻³⁰ m² and 7.94·10⁻³⁰ m², respectively, an ionization degree of 1.9·10⁻⁴ would be necessary for a Thomson contribution of 1%. This is much higher than the ionization degree predicted to be present in the plasma (Fridman5, p294) of 1·10⁻⁶ to 8·10⁻⁶.

The in situ FTIR-measurements were at a flow of 2.0 slm and a significantly lower pressure of 5 mbar to make a homogeneous plasma, which ensures a reliable path-integrated measurement. This also means that the plasma itself touches and heats the wall. To prevent the wall from becoming too hot, the power is reduced to only 30 W. Although CO-production is negligible at this low power and pressure, the in situ FTIR still provides relevant insights into the dynamics of the CO₂ plasma. Spectra were recorded with a resolution of 0.125 cm⁻¹. The spectrum was fitted with a model based on HAPI, the application programming interface of HITRAN. The code was modified to include separate temperatures for the different vibrational normal modes. A single temperature T₁₂ was used for both the symmetric stretch and bending mode, because the Fermi-resonance guarantees a rapid relaxation between the two normal modes.

The result of the fit is T = 700 K, T₁₂ = 1,250 K, and T₃ = 1,500 K, as shown in Figure 11. The fitted pressure was 10 mbar. This overestimation is likely to compensate for an underestimated temperature coefficient for the pressure broadening constants. The gas temperature found with Rayleigh scattering can differ from the one found with FTIR, since Rayleigh scattering measures local temperatures while the FTIR spectra are line integrated.

![Figure 1: Temperature dependence of Rayleigh cross section](https://example.com/figure1.png)

The Rayleigh cross section that results when from the different cross sections for reaction products. A conversion in the thermal equilibrium is assumed to calculate the relative species mole fractions. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 2: Optical setup for Rayleigh measurements
A lens focuses the laser light to the quartz tube center. The waveguide launches microwaves into the plasma, positioned in the focus of the laser. A hole in the plunger provides optical access for the laser chord. The spectrometer consists of (1) the entrance slit, (2) a steering mirror, (3) the Littrow lens, (4) dispersive grating, (5) image intensifier, (6) and (7) focusing lenses, and (8) CCD-camera. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 3: Pictures of setup
(A) Picture of the vacuum setup, including the microwave applicator and optical fibers. (B) Picture of the inside of the spectrometer, with the Littrow lens and diffraction grating visible. (C) Picture of the lens system used to image the intensified light to the CCD-camera. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 4: Measured intensity as function of pressure
The measured Rayleigh scattering as a function of pressure, for different points in time. The blue solid line represents a linear fit of the data. The error bars indicate the absolute error of the pressure gauge. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 5: Schematic drawing of FTIR gas exhaust analysis setup
A gas cell is placed in the sample compartment of the FTIR spectrometer. The cell is connected in series with the exhaust so that gas is flowing through it. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 6: In situ FTIR setup
Schematic pictures of the in situ FTIR setup. The flow tube is upright and gas flows from the bottom to top. The tube is in the focus of the FTIR beam. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 7: Pictures of the *in situ* FTIR setup
Side (A) and top (B) view of the waveguide in the sample compartment of the FTIR-spectrometer. The bellows on the top of the waveguide are connected to the vacuum pump and act as an exhaust for the reactor. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 8: Representative energy efficiency and conversion efficiency
In graph (A), the energy efficiency for a typical plasma is depicted as a function of applied microwave power, at pressures ranging from 127 to 279 mbar. In graph (B), the conversion efficiency is depicted. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 9: Representative infrared (IR) absorption spectrum of CO
Graph (A) shows the measured IR absorption spectrum of the gas exhaust (blue dots). The green solid line shows the least squares fit to the data. The fit results are $T = 299.36 \text{ K}$ and $\alpha = 14.7\%$. A zoomed-in picture is shown in (B). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 10: Measured gas temperature
In this graph, the gas temperature of the plasma center as measured by Rayleigh scattering is shown as a function of energy input for different pressures. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 11: In situ IR absorption spectrum of the plasma discharge
Graph (A) shows the measured IR absorption spectrum of the CO$_2$ discharge. The blue line gives the best fit to the data (green points) with $T = 700$ K, $T_{12} = 1,250$ K, and $T_3 = 1,500$ K. The red line gives the residue of the fit. A zoomed in picture can be seen in (B). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Ionization (eV)</th>
<th>Dissociation (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>13.77</td>
<td>5.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_2$</td>
<td>12.07</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>12.51</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_2$</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>10.64</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$</td>
<td>15.43</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Ionization and dissociation energies of common species and products.

Discussion

Both for the electrification of the chemical industry and mitigating the intermittency in renewable energy, continuous flow reactors are needed for driving chemistry in a sustainable system. It has been recognized that continuous flow reactors will play an important role in revolutionizing the chemical industry. More specifically, the plasma reactor has been identified as a commercially attractive alternative to chemical plants in the production of CO$_2$ neutral fuels due to their simplicity, compactness and low price. A wide range of plasma technologies have been proposed for the dissociation of CO$_2$, including Corona discharges, nanosecond pulsed discharges, micro hollow cathode discharges, microplasmas, dielectric barrier discharges, gliding arcs, and microwave plasmas. Out of these vastly varying technologies, the microwave plasma and gliding arc have been operated with the highest power, in the kW range, and have shown the best efficiencies, 40% for a gliding arc and 60-80% for a microwave discharge. Both the microwave plasma and the gliding arc reactor can be run at high power, a necessary condition for scaling up to ~ 100 kW, which is projected for a practical application. The operation of the microwave reactor is not limited to CO$_2$ dissociation and might also be used for methane reforming and nitrogen fixation. The main drawback of the microwave reactor is the low pressure (100 mbar) in optimal conditions, which limits the maximal gas throughput.

The described procedure was demonstrated with CO$_2$, but it can be used without alteration for activation of CH$_4$, N$_2$ or other stable molecules. In most of these cases, different IR-bands need to be measured that correspond to the expected products like NH$_3$, NO$_x$, C$_2$H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, etc. Running methane plasma can be cumbersome as the soot - one of the reaction products - is deposited to the walls and will absorb microwaves, effectively extinguishing the plasma. Although vibrational pumping is much less effective in methane than in CO$_2$ because of the high VT-transfer rates, plasma-catalysis can nevertheless be advantageous for methane (Fridman, p.688).

Accurate Rayleigh scattering measurements are difficult to achieve in a soot-forming plasma, because of the high stray light contribution as a result of Mie scattering on the soot particles. Although it complicates the Rayleigh measurements, it could be used to quantify the density of soot particles instead. Raman scattering could provide an attractive alternative for measuring temperature in this environment, as it allows for spectrally distinguishing the stray light and (Raman) scattered light components. The integration time of the Raman scattering is in the order of ~ 20 minutes, so that the fluctuations in the plasma are averaged out. Only long term effects like heating of the system could affect the measurement, as it slightly increases the pressure in the reactor.

Precisely because of the large spectral overlap between stray light and Rayleigh scattered light, the importance of stray light suppression (even in the absence of soot) cannot be overstated. The stray light can be reduced by properly placing baffles, increasing the focal distance of the laser and setup length, and increasing the tube diameter. The use of a vacuum beam dump further reduces the stray light levels as it eliminates the exit window. Alternatively, Brewster windows can be used as well. As described before, some knowledge of the composition is required (either measured or simulated) to properly account for the different Rayleigh cross sections.
The flowing microwave plasma has proven itself to be a viable method of driving chemistry with an energy efficiency of up to 50%, the flexibility of fast switching, and using only inexpensive materials. The recorded temperatures in the center however, are much higher than what is favorable for high vibrational overpopulation. By reducing the temperature, even higher energy efficiencies can be reached. Although lowering the power (e.g., to 200 W) would lower the gas temperature, without additional optimization of the reactor, it also lowers the efficiency.

Two other ways of reducing the temperature are suggested here. The first way is to pulse the microwave power. By applying the power in pulses shorter rather than the typical VT-relaxation time, the gas can cool down in between the pulses and as a result, less power is lost in the VT-relaxation. This in turn means more power is invested in the vibrational pumping that promotes efficient dissociation. The VT-relaxation time is 70 μs at room temperature and 100 mbar, which serves as an upper limit for the pulse ON-time. Pulsing can only increase efficiency in a plasma regime where the main conversion pathway is by non-equilibrium conversion. The second way to increase efficiency is to add alkali impurities to tailor the EEDF. By controlling the EEDF, and in particular the electron temperature, the electrons can more efficiently transfer their energy to molecular vibrations, which again results in the promotion of higher vibrational levels that are essential to highly efficient reactions.
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